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Charles Waugh

him speaking E"gli"h on the bus a few was something about the way
he grinned and
A-fter t lling him I taught at the sud"theo Anh"
-following you, big brotherNational University in Hanoi and wanted when he spoke of having
his first child at the
to
about My Li, he arranged the trip same age that made it all feel
real, like genuine
lvnre
without aking a commission. Something in human kinship. Vietnamese
forms of addresshis eyes obviously approved.
all based on age and familial titles that force
The next morning, I woke early, showered, a speaker to change
first-person pronouns
and dressed in long pants and a button-down depending
on whot being spoken to-could
shirt despite the heat. Itt not polite to enter feel a little alien,
but now, with someone I
certain places in shorts, and though I didnt barely knew
compared to all my Vietnamese
know for sure the memorid woJd be one colleagues and friends
in Hanoi, something
of them, I wanted to do everyching right. I felt right.
roused Jen, my wife, and Owen, my two-year
Along the flat and silry Vu Gia river, the
old son, and made them eat breakfast with tourist hotels gaye way
to wide, one srory
me before meeting the driver at eight. It was homes typical of
the region, and Hai pointed
the middle of our Christmas vacation, and out one set back from
the road, painted blue
none of us wanted to spend a day apart, but I long enough
ago to now be as faded and nearly
couldnt take Owen to My Lai.
white as the hazy Vietnamese sky.
The driver, Hai, an earnesr, good-looking
"Thatt my house," he said.
man with full, wavy hair, sported one of the
"Beautiful," I replied. "It must be nice
wide, thin catfi sh mustaches popularwith many living so
close to the river."
men in Vietnam. He took my Vietnamese
He beamed. "Yrry nice. Lying in a
with used-to-foreigners nonchalance. On hammock, watching the river go by. kt
a
the way out of town, we exchanged ages good place."
'We
and the particulars of our immediaie a-iry
turned south onto Highway 1. A few
situations-the usual introductory Vietnamese dusty machine
shops, fix-it joints, and dryconversation. He had married just last year, goods markets uailed
from the inrersection
at thirry, the same age when I married, and before giving way
to the empty, mud-brown
planned to have a child next year, ar thirry- paddies, framed
with narrow, red clay dikes.
two, the same as when we had Owen. There On a rise overlooking
the fields and the road
heard

&p before.
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Charles Waugh

Even though

I had always

been welcomed
warmly and with exceptional generosiry by my

Vietnamese colleagues in Hanoi, I wondered
whether people in Son Mywould hate me for
being an American. Seeing so many tombs
dongside the road, I dready felt deserving of
hatred: my country had caused many of them.
I knew no matter what I would do or see, the

then others were already firll of rice seedlings.
Further on, the seedlings had been pulled
from their dry beds, and men and women
waded through flooded paddies, bent over
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Eaen though

I had always been

welcomed uarmb and with
m!
excePtional generosity
Viemamese colleagues in Hanoi,

U

experience would drain me emotionally. At
least the land held some comfort. The suitably
overcast sky, a melancholy slate, made the
greens in the trees deeper, more serene.
\Vhen we occasionally topped a rise in the
road, the Eastern Sea (or the South China Sea,

depending on your point of view) appeared
beyond the long tidal flats of shrimp and fish
farms. The mountains loomed just twenty
kilometers to the west, their steep faces
rumpled with deep, jungle green. Between
them lay the fertile plains, descending ever
so slightly, paddy by paddy, to the shore. I
could actually see all at once the geographic
root of the Vietnamese myths in which the
spirit of the mountain and the spirit of the sea
battle one another, afflicting the people in the
middle with the worst of the consequences.
The further south we went, the more alive
the land became. The flat, empty paddies
suddenly had men in them, plowing up the
heavy mud with tractors or buffaloes, and
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I

wondered whether ?eo?le

in Son My would hate me for
being an American. Seeing so
man! tombs alongsidt the road,
I alreadyfeh deseruing of hatred:
m! coantry had caused man! of
them.
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of the young green shoots on
one arm, inserting them into the muddy
'Within another thirty
bottom with the other.

with
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kilometers, some of the transplants had begun
to glow golden green, nearing maturity.

re.

The paddies ran right up to the several
small towns we passed through, their dikes

al

the foundation for three-story concrete walls.
Long-handled rototillers, with big wheels and
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Across a ditch and past a stand of trees that
had previously blocked it from view, a large,
sepulchral building in gray stone, wirh a gabled
roof,, black marble stairs and huge wooden
doors rose up from mounds of construction

It wasnt the first time US troops had been
there. In fact, the troops called the place My
Lai because thatt what the villagers always
said when they showed up. But, what the
villagers were saying

wa,,"Mj lai-The
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rubble. Apparently a new museum, not yet Americans,
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In contrast, the old museum, the second
cinder block building, was very simple:
one story tall, three rooms wide, poorly lit
with just a few bare, fluorescent bulbs. The
central roomt gaping, doorless enrrance
let in the only natural light, as well as the
relentlessly humid Vietnamese climate that
had given the place a smell like musty old
newspapers. Crowding the walls, yellowing
maps, essays and photographs documented
the development of the American war in
Vietnam, leading to the March 16, 1968
Charlie Company mission in Son My that
ended in the massacre. A picture of the
first South Viernamese President, Ngo Dinh
Diem, meeting with President Eisenhower in
the US in 1953 before South Vietnam had
even been created, hung next to photo and
newspaper displays of other landmark evenrs,
such as the Gulf ofTonkin episode being used
pretext for the beginning of US bombing,
the landing of US marines in Danang, and
then the plans for the attack on Son My.
as a

82

Charlie Company had
"g"in."
been taking a lot of phantom casualties-booby traps on trees and along the paths
benareen paddies, with no enemy in sight,
literally no physical human body to blame
or at whom to return ftre-and the company's
commanders became convinced that the
men on the ground simply werent being
aggressive enough in tracking and pinning
down the enemy. They gave their men
ambiguous orders, ones rhat are still debated.
But whatever the truth of how high up
the responsibiliry for the massacre wenr, rhe
museumt second room chronicled the results.
Pictures of the dayt catastrophic evenrs were
taken by the Company photographer, Ron
Haeberle. M*y of these now infamous
photos had been blown up to posrer size and
the display proceeded from the massacret
earliest moments to the gut-wrenching end.
I'd seen most of the photos before, and
yet they still retained the power to evoke
tears. M"yb. it was seeing them again after
becoming a father, maybe it was seeing them
after having lived in Vietnam for five months
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CharlesVosh

dozens of countries, all over the world, offered

said to his friends finally, nodding at me.

sympathy to the victims and opprobrium
for the killers. Pictures from 1968 showed
survivors displaying their wounds or how
they hid and escaped, and from the present,
revealing their scars. In the position of honor,
at the very end, hung large photographs of
HughThompson, the US helicopter pilotwho
witnessed the carnage from above, recognized
the troops were firing but not taking hostile
fire, and intervened by setting his chopper
down between a fleeing Vietnamese family
and a squad of US troops in pursuit. Despite
the militaryt attempts to intimidate and
belittle him at the time, Thompson served
as a principal witness during the trials, and
eventually, in the mid 1980s, the US Ar-y
itself awarded him one of its highest honors,
the Soldier's Medd, and inducted him into the
Ar-y Aviation Hall of Fame for his bravery
that day.
I walked outside. At the monument of the
woman with the upraised fist, I slipped some
money into the donation box, and picked up
one of the packages of incense. No matches.
I walked back to where the construction crew
continued to dig up flagstones and asked one
of the men for a lighter. Not knowing what
to make of me, he could only grin and shake
his head, he didnt have one. Handsome, he

as handsome as you, older brother,
making them laugh.

I

Not

sl

said,

e.

A

and tie stood
man wearing a
near us on one of the new concrete pads,
looking at a blueprint with one of the older
construction workers, and when he overheard
us, approached, asking in faltering English if
I needed anything. I showed him the incense
and in Viernamese said I needed a lighter. He
smiled.
"Let me help you," he said.
In front of the monument, he unwrapped
the whole package of nventy or so incense
sticks and held them to the flame. \When they
caught, he held them aloft, then waved them
out to smolder, and gave half of them to me.
Pressing them benveen his palms and middle
fingers, he raised them so the smoke would
catch his unspoken words, then bowed three
times and placed them in the censer at the
monumentt base.
If a standardVietnamese prayer to ancestors
exists, no one has ever taught it to me. In other
places I'd visited and placed incense, I never
tried to speak with the Vietnamese spirits
anyway, always feeling like a kid at church,
mimicking what my parents did without
genuinely understanding the significance,
feeling as if the palpable connection to those
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Charles Vaugh

Fifteen. Eleven. Eight. Fifteen."
I could only nod.
When he finished, I thanked him for his
assistance and explanations, and he went back
to work. I decided to wander the grounds.
At the northern end, some construction
workers had begun to create a riser in the
middle of one of the empry pads, in red
concrete. I watched as they mixed the dye
into the cement in ten-gallon buckets. They
looked like buckets of blood. But the dried
concrete simply had the mellow red hue of the
Vietnamese soil. Behind the pad, a chainlink fence separated the memorial from the
surrounding paddies. The young rice spread
a rich, vibrant green off into the distance to
where it disappeared beneath the mist that
had settled bet'ween the stands of trees. Birds
chirped in the ffees above me. Two flooded,
empty paddies near the fence reflected the
trees and the sky, and all was very peaceful.
Even the workers, who had not stopped
talking to one another, did so quietly.
I turned to watch them for a while, until
the foreman said, "Anh mudn ldm vi€c vdi
chrtng tdi?" You want to work with us?
"C6 viQc ldm rbi," I said with a smile. I
have a job already. This made them laugh.
"'W'hat work do you do?" he asked.
"I'm working right now, can't you tell?"

More laughs.

I told them I was researching

the

so

massacre

I

could write something

about it.
Appreciative nods all around.
All eyes on me, the foreman asked, 'Anh ld

ngydi nf6c nio/'
I paused. I knew the question would
come. In Vietnamese I answered, "I am an
American."
M"yb. a flicker of a raised eyebrow. But
mosdy smiles. It seemed my fears had been
unnecessary. Most Vietnamese, maybe
because of their traditional view of politics
being only distantly related to their everyday
lives, tend to see human beings instead of
nationalities, actual, individual people, rather
than governments. Having been raised to
be a participating citizen in a representative
democracy, I cant dismiss my culpabiliry so
easily.

Like it or not, a majority of us voted for the
people who represented America to the world
and who made the decisions that put those
soldiers in this village, gave them the missions
and orders that wore their humanity down.
If those decision-makers represented us, then
dont we dl share a part of the responsibility?
Searching my feelings, I know the answer
is yes. But I also know that one American,
Hugh Thompson, acted on his conscience,
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Charles Waugh

and cited the example of Vo Thi Lien, the
litde girl who had been rescued byThompson
and who now had a litde girl of her own. But
others could not. Their sorrow still too great,
they did not like talking about the massacre,
did not like the foreigners who snooped
through the district wanting to srir up the
past. I had considered doing just that, driving
through the hamlets to see what they looked
like, to judge, I guess, what life held for these
people now. But I decided that my curiosity
was not justiftcation enough for disturbing
anyone. The memorial was there. It served
as a repository of the past so that the rest of
the community could get on with their lives,
to live as fully as they could in the presenr,
looking forward to their futures. I would not
disrupt that.
Kim Chung said some 15,000 visitors come
to the memorial each year, many of them US
vets, but really from all over the world. She
showed me the thirty-or-so volumes of guest
books, where visitors had recorded their names

and experiences. Here and in the brochure,
the theme was repeated over and again, that
the memorid exists to remind us all that war
itself is what makes atrocities possible, and
to tesdfy to the hope that "This will never
happen again in the world."
Returning to Hoi An, rain began to fall as
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we turned on to Highway 1, and continued
steadily, washing the late afternoon into
darkness. Hai and I talked about his
education. He told me he had not qualified
for college at eighteen, and now that he had
a wife, a job, and wanted to have children,
he doubted he would have the chance again.
Besides, he said, the Vietnamese system didnt
really work to allow just anyone, whenever
they wanted, to go to school. Having met
with many university presidents around the
country and listened to their plans to reach
more students, I countered that the system was
being renovated, new colleges were opening
all the time, distance learningwas becoming a
reality in Vietnarn, and that, most importantly,
itt never too late to learn. He was impressed
that my own father had returned to finish his
undergraduate degree at the age of fifry-six,
something unheard of when he was a young
man. After all, I insisted, some things can and
do change.
Back at my hotel, I sank into Jent embrace,
and then hugged Owen more than he cared to
let me. \7hen he finallywriggle d away,he went
back to jumping on the bed, trampolining his
stuffed rabbit into the ait excited to have me
home, ready to play, oblivious to everfhing
but the joy of life.

